Facial Plexiform Neurofibroma excision with sequential muti-layer hemostatic sutures, the novel technique to reduce blood loss
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ABSTRACT

Plexiform neurofibromatosis is an autosomal dominant and is frequently seen at birth. Surgical excision is associate to facial nerve damage and profussal bleeding. Sequential multi-layered hemostatic sutures is a technique frequently used in our practice for Arterio-veous malfromations (AVM). 15 patiets with facial plexiform neurofibroma were treated from 2004 to 2020 with surgical excision, in all patients the hemifacial area was affected. Although preoperative embolization is well known as a safe technique to reduce intraoperative bleeding, low rates of serious complications were reported as stroke, ischemic attack and necrosis. The multi-layered hemostatic sutures permit to remove piecewise the tumor avoiding dramatically bleeding in all our procedures, and is based on vessel collapse after mechanical ligation. The sequential multi-layer suture and the retrograde disection of the facial nerve in our practice has decresed the average of iatrogenic damage of nerve, and massive bleeding during the excision of the plexiform neurofibroma.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Plexiform neurofibromatosis (NF) is characterized by neural tissue hamartomas that grow along nerve sheathh ithin the subcutaneous fat or deeper tissues. There are three types according to morphological differences of Neurofibromatosis type 1; cutaneous, subcutaneous, and plexiform, the last one can be nodular or diffuse.[1] NF1 is an autosomal dominant trait but half of the affected individuals have a de novo vari- ant. Plexiform neurofibromatosis may cause pain, and can grow until generation of deformities.

Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors may occur in 10% of the affected individuas.[2] Tumors may present in viscera, bone, muscl and underlying fascia. Is frequently seen at birth due to its Autosomal dominant pattern or patients can develop in the first year of life with a rapid growth in childhood. Even though it is generally presented as a soft tumor, it can be felt as firm nodular areas within the tumor, known as a “bag of worms”. Surgical excision is associated with facial nerve damage, extensive muscle resection and profusse bleeding.[3]

Sequential multi-layer hemostatic sutures[4] is a technique frequently used in our practice for Arterio-veous malfro-
mations (AVM) that facilitates the excision reducing the uncontrollable intra-operative bleeding, we used same technique for excision of plexiform neurofibroma, to control the expected bleeding. The dissection is performed under microscope to avoid facial nerve iatrogenic injury with retrograde technique.

We present the combination of these 2 techniques to resection of the plexiform neurofibroma in hemifacial area, when the tumor is affecting only the soft tissue. When it affects the bone some microvascular reconstruction or titanium mesh is associated after multiple resection of the tumor, aesthetic procedure is also frequently performed, procedures that we will not mention in this manuscript.

2. PATIENTS AND METHODS
15 patients with facial plexiform neurofibroma were treated from 2004 to 2020 with surgical excision procedures. The inclusion criteria was no malignancies associated with the tumor, major facial plexiform neurofibroma plus minor tumors in other region of the body, and facial plexiform neurofibroma plus large tumors in other region of the body. The other locations included trunk or extremities. All the excisions were planned based on clinical and MRI findings, in all patients the hemifacial area was affected, some patients were referred to our department after local procedures not performed by our staff. The Facial nerve functions preoperatively and postoperatively were evaluated according to House-Brackmann classification and the findings were classified according to the function of the affected area including Forehead, Eye and Mouth and the classification of each area were between grade II. Mild dysfunction and grade V. Severe dysfunction. The age range was between 3 years old and 45 years old 9 male and 6 female. All patient were followed at least for 10 years according to the age of resection.
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**Figure 1.** Facial nerve branches under the plexiform neurofibroma, T: Temporal branch, Z: Zygomatic Branch, B: Bucal branch, M: Marginal mandibular branch, C: Cervical branch 1A. Hemostatic suture placed (blue sutured). 1B. Piece by piece removed of tumor, and new sutures placed on the raw face of the tumor, depth control 0.5-1cm average 1C: Marginal mandibular branch without tumor above, and tumor debulked above other branches.
3. SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The skin incision started at preauricular regions, it could be extended cephalad in the hairline or back to hairline depending on the affected areas. After the incision continued to internal margin of the tragus until reaching the ear lobe, it continued posteriorly 1 cm to 2 cm on the mastoid process and ran down to the inferior border of the mandible 4 cm to 7 cm. The incision extended on the inferior border of the mandible and the skin flap started to be elevated subdermal very carefully due to the profuse bleeding of the tumor, when it occurred during elevation of the skin flap gentle pressure was made with wet gauze and tumescent preparation for few minutes. Under the microscope the dissection started from the facial artery to identified the marginal mandibular branch of the facial nerve that crosses the anterior facial artery, and is the landmark of our plane of dissection. We continued in a retrograde dissection of the facial nerve from tumor and all the tissue above the branches started to be removed piece by piece after several hemostatic sutures with 3-0 PDSTM that were placed through the superficial layers of the tumor controlling the depth of the suture no more than 0.5 cm to 1 cm (see Figure 1A), taking care of the sutures not going under our plane of dissection that is marked by the plane of the facial nerve branch, the hemostatic sutures were always placed parallel to the axial road of the nerve branches to not trap it with the suture. After we removed some pieces of the tumor with electrocautery, new hemostatic sutures were placed on the raw face following the same technique controlling the depth of the suture (see Figure 1B) until debulking all the tumor and all branches of the facial nerve were isolated in a retrograde dissection until the main trunk was exposed (see Figure 1C and 2).

The tumor under the facial nerve branches was removed after elevating the nerve branches and some part of the facial muscle were removed (masseter, risorius, zygomatic major and minor, or temporal muscle) if it was required (see Figure 3). Some of the network interconnections between zygomatic and buccal branch were removed, but always preserving the main branch. Nerve stimulator was used in some cases, and land markers with prolene or nylon 5-0 and hemoclip to tie the land marker suture for easy recognition and tracing in the next procedure. Buccal fat was partially removed in most of the cases, to improve the symmetry with contralateral side. Hemostatic sutures can be preserved for further procedures.

Figure 2. Blue arrow show hemostatic sutures placed, yellow arrow pointed to facial nerve preserved after piece of tumor removed above the nerve

Figure 3. Facial nerve exposition after plexiform neurofibroma resection above and under the nerve branches, including some pieces of muscle affected by the tumor

Suction drains were placed and the skin incision was closed by planes, and some skin resection was needed. Few procedures were performed under hypotensive anesthesia. Variations on the incision size and other incision were associated depending on the patient’s necessity and affected area. Subsequent procedures have been performed, and aesthetic procedures and microvascular reconstruction were added when it was needed. Subsequent procedures can be performed after 6 months.
4. RESULTS
The blood loss range during the major excision of facial tumor was 120 ml to 1,800 ml. 12 patients received blood transfusion the in a range of 1 to 7 depending of the blood loss calculated during the major surgery. During the minor procedures blood transfusion was not needed.

On average 1 major surgery was performed and 4 to 5 minor revision surgeries were required to removed the tumor gradually, according to the size and regrowth of the tumor.

2 patients had a surgery before and were sent to our department due to overgrowth of the tumor and severe deformity of the affected side. The complications were: 1 patient suffered wound dehiscence; 3 patients suffered hematoma and were treated conservatively, no needed re-exploration.

The facial nerve damage reported before surgery did not recover in all patients. However, 2 patients after surgery increased the facial weakness in zygomatic-buccal branches and 2 presented nose deviation.

In the minor revision surgeries procedures to recover the affected muscle facial functions affected were performed.

5. DISCUSSION
Neurofibromatosis type I or von Recklinghausen disease is an autosomal dominant disorder with mutation on the long arm of chromosome 17 (17q11.2),[6] and is associated with multiple neoplasm, including sheath tumors, myelogenous leukemia, pheochromocytoma and neurofibromas.[7] Hemifacial neurofibroma has a great impact on emotional and self esteem due to the social stigma, the resection of the tumor can improve quality of life. The tumor can occur anywhere along the nerve, can involve orbit and ocular globe,[8] face and upper cervical nerves. Indications for surgery include: function compromised, intractable pain, malignant transformation, severely disfiguring, or progressive enlargement with compressive nerve effects.

Plexiform neurofibroma features is characterized by a large tumor that develops hemifacial disfiguration. Resection in pediatric patient is frequently associated with recurrence in 20%, and incomplet resection has a recurrence in up to 45% of the cases, According to Needle MN.[9] The surgical treatment is potential for haemorrhage due to extremely friability of the blood vessels caused by myxomatous degeneration, the abnormal vascularization of the tumor along with the neuronal tissue is frequently observed as a arteriovenous fistula and aberrant large feeder infiltrative vessels known as hemangioneurofibroma.[10, 11]

Although preoperative embolization is well known as a safe technique to reduce intraoperative bleeding, low rates of serious complications were reported as stroke, ischemic attack and necrosis,[12, 13] and is not recommended as a single treatment due to the continuing growth of the tumor and its neovascularization. Hypotensive anesthesia and infiltration of tumescent fluid are effective in decreasing the intraoperative bleeding.[14, 15] The multi-layered hemostatic sutures permit to remove piecewise the tumor avoiding profuse bleeding in all our procedures, and is based on vessel collapse after mechanical ligation,[4] from the superficial surface to deep layers, preserving the vital structures. The stitches placed parallel to the axial pattern of the nerve branches and controlling the depth of the stitch superficial to our plane of dissection makes sure that we do not trap the nerve branches nevertheless, some of the network interconnection between the zygomatic and buccal branch can be trapped by the suture, without affecting the facial expression.[16] However multiple procedures were associated to our technique. Even though hypotensive ansthesia were required in some cases, in all procedures tumescent preparation were required for wet gauzes with gentle compression. The temporary facial paralysis after surgery or some branches are associated with the surgery but also with the tumor before the excision, but to minimize the iatrogenic damage rate for the procedure we perform the procedure under microscope.

6. CONCLUSION
The sequential multi-layered suture and the retrograde dissection of the facial nerve in our practice has decreased the average of iatrogenic damage of nerve, and massive bleeding during the excision of the plexiform neurofibroma. The dissection under microscope helps to identified our plane of dissection and the excision between the branches of nerve and under the nerve including partial excision of the masseter, risorius, zygomatic major and minor or temporal muscle. Leaving hemostatic sutures in the tumor helps to keep the collapse of the vessels for the next procedure.
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